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46th Annual Meeting
of Shareholders
The 46th Annual Meeting of Shareholders of The Kuskokwim Corporation took place on June 4, 2022, 

in Stony River. After two years of virtual meetings, the in-person gathering was a welcomed event.

The moment our plane landed, we were greeted by smiling faces and hands eager to help. 

The hospitality that staff and visiting Shareholders received was exceptional. We’re so 

thankful to be able to gather in our region again.

Friends and family who hadn’t seen each other in years embraced, ate delicious 

food, and reflected on our corporation’s year. TKC Shareholders from as far 

downriver as Kalskag, and as far upriver as McGrath attended the Annual 

Meeting at the Gusty Michael School. Watching Gusty Michael School 

come alive with Shareholders of all ages was wonderful.

The afternoon kicked off with welcoming remarks from Stony 

River Tribal Council President Sheila Willis. The Board, and 

TKC staff and management provided detailed business 

and operations information, reporting on the best year 

our corporation has ever had. This was a significant 

achievement after experiencing a down year 

when the Covid-19 pandemic negatively 

impacted operations throughout our 

companies.
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TKC’s diverse portfolio of 

companies employs people 

in 40 states, three countries, and 

Guam. Our businesses based outside 

of Alaska span aviation, construction, 

government contracting, and medical 

facility outfitting. Because of our business 

diversification and lucrative contracts, TKC and 

our subsidiaries made record profits.

Our subsidiaries recorded approximately $118 million 

in consolidated revenue and $27 million in pre-tax profits. 

This allowed our corporation to support TKC Shareholders in 

new ways, including in-region investments and support projects, 

and energy and safety supplies delivered to Shareholders. We also 

announced TKC’s Fuel for Food assistance at the meeting, marking the 

first time in TKC’s history that two distributions were made to Shareholders 

in a single year.

We wrapped the meeting with the opportunity for Shareholders to ask questions, 

share concerns, and commend each other. The voices, respect, and generosity 

of our Shareholders make the Middle Kuskokwim what it is today. They say it 

takes a village, well, for TKC it takes 10!

Quyana to the community of Stony River, the Stony River Traditional Council, 

and the Kuspuk School District for the hospitality! Thank you to our head cooks, 

Jeannie Evan, Jennifer John, and Brianna Bobby, as well as Calvin Phillips for 

manning the grill. Many thanks to all the Shareholders who joined us for a 

successful annual meeting.
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2022 Proxy Prize Winners
$2,500 Winner
Derrick James Joseph Nicoli, Anchorage

$1,500 Winner
Mary Marjorie Willis, Anchorage

$1,000 Winner
Dana Amber Diehl, Eagle River

$500 Winners
Margaret Rose Nicolai, Anchorage

Marco Aaron Nicholson, Aniak

Valka Tom Nickolie, Aniak

Gwenallen Rose Tahbonemah, Garland, TX

Corey Nick Nicoli, Red Devil

$250 Winners
Carol Marie Sakar, Crooked Creek

Carlos Eugene Soto, Anchorage

Flora Alice Shanagin, Anchorage

James Thomas Harrison, Fairbanks

Brenda Lynn Pacarro, Anchorage

$100 Winners
Ronnie Vanderpool, Aniak

Benjamin Thomas Charles, Las Vegas

Adam John Phillips, Crooked Creek

Katerina Marie Waskey, Crooked Creek

Jenell Lynn Morgan, Aniak

Sarah Marie Bobby-Wilson, Buckeye, AZ

Silvia Mendoza-Pitka, Anchorage

Philip William Simeon, Jr., Aniak

Justin Joe Sakar, Crooked Creek

Benito Mendoza-Pitka, Anchorage

Harvey Gene Hoffman, II, Aniak

Janae Staci Lynn Morgan, Kalskag

Wassillie Roy Waskey, Sr., Crooked Creek

Nastasia Amelia Propst, Northumerlnd, PA

Thecla Takumjenak, Eagle River

Online Voting $100 Winners

Jasmin Dean Simeon, Aniak

Christine Gayle Brou, Rockport, TX

Matt Joe Morgan, Aniak

Leilani Janel Beamer, Hayden, ID

Ted Kevin Wise, Lower Kalskag

Katrina Lynn Leary, Anchorage

Matrona Evan, Lower Kalskag

Agrafina J Baugh, Anchorage

Tamara Lynn Sakar, Aniak

Janet Lynn Egoak, Aniak

Early Bird Prize Winners

$500 Winners
Barbara Lynn Simeon

Mathew-George Cardy Morgan

Stephen Royce Lind

$250 Winners
Agnes Olinga Nicoli

Rosalie Ann Morgan

Denise Harietta Larson

Karlton Beamer Morgan, II

Katrina Martha Morris

Patricia Kari Yaska

Jeanette Rose Boots

$100 Winners
Cheryl Lee Aloysius

Annie Sakar Morgan

Kevin Dean Peltola

Mike Andrew Savage, Jr.

Jimmy Wise
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Board Member
Elections 2022
Congratulations to the Board Members elected 

in this year’s election. Serving on TKC’s Board of 

Directors is an opportunity to provide valuable 

leadership and service to Shareholders, the 

Corporation, and our region. Board Members 

help TKC fulfill our purpose to enhance our land, 

culture, and the lives of our people. The elected 

Board Member for each seat is in bold case below:

Seat A:
Victor Kenneth Evan 75,246.680

Kimberly Gregory 122,924.904

Lattonya Gregory 33,817.484

Shenai Simeon 59,201.958

Seat B:
Brenda Pacarro 154,946

Jon P. Simeon 114,979.473

Seat C:
Harvey Hoffman II 142,829.337

Amarin Pokrivnak 31,064.811

Seat D:
Darren Morgan Deacon 123,287.511

Amanda Rose Hoffman 83,021.125

Quyana to all the TKC Shareholders  

who cast their proxies and ballots!

Harvey Hoffman II Darren Morgan Deacon

Kimberly Gregory Brenda Pacarro
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NON-SHAREHOLDER AWARD:  
MARK LEARY, BETHEL
Mark Leary exemplifies a strong dedication to the betterment of the region in a 

variety of ways. Communities are becoming more connected via the growth of the 

ice road, which was extended for the first time in 2020 to Sleetmute under Mark’s 

leadership. He is the guy that others call on if they need advice or assistance when 

it comes to safety and travel. You can always count on him.

Mark stays in contact with the communities all year round and keeps tabs on the 

weather, freeze-up, break-up, and fishing. He makes an effort to share information so that people are informed 

and have an opportunity to give reports or voice concerns from their communities. It is people like Mark that 

make our region feel very small and connected, like a family.

Mark is also passionate about economic development and prioritizes local hires. His teaching and leadership 

have been a beacon of hope for young people where opportunities are limited.

-Rebecca Wilmarth, Red Devil

EDUCATION AWARD: BEVERLY NICOLI, ANIAK
Mrs. Beverly Nicoli has been Aniak Jr. Sr. High School’s secretary for nearly 31 years. Bev is the rock of the school, 

always present and reliable. She goes above and beyond in her role, always stepping up when needed, and is 

known for saving the day. We all need a trusted staff to go to with any issue, concern, or inquiry, and we can 

always count on her assistance. Bev is the perfect balance of tough love, knowing exactly how to motivate and 

encourage the students to do the right thing in her special way. An auntie to many, but almost every student 

feels that connection when they walk into that building and see her.

She helps keep the students in line by making sure they show up every day, be where 

they are supposed to be, and do what they are supposed to do. She even makes sure 

everyone has lunch. Bev is also well known for being one of the greatest cheerleaders; 

always cheering in a game, no matter the players or opponents. She has always been 

one of the biggest fans right there in the bleachers or minding the gate. We can 

count on her to inspire the whole gym with her cheers and there’s no doubt about 

the difference it makes for the youth’s competitive spirit. Students need caring adults 

that will root for them as they challenge themselves and grow up in their educational 

journey. Bev has proven to be that presence for all youth in our area.

More people should strive to have her strength, perseverance, and resiliency. Please 

accept this nomination so we can all commend Mrs. Beverly Nicoli and her long-

standing success in education within our region. Thank you, Bev, for all that you do 

and for the wonderful impact you have made on our education system.

-Agnes Nicoli, Aniak

2022 Shareholder Award Winners
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ELDER AWARD:  
ROBERT “BOB” ALOYSIUS, KALSKAG/BETHEL
Bob Aloysius has been an active leader in our region for decades. He served on the 
TKC Board of Directors for years, helping guide our corporation toward success. Bob 
has also been a longtime advocate for our way of life along the river. He has served 
on the Kuskokwim River Inter-Tribal Fish Commission, Western Interior Regional 
Advisory Council, and Kuskokwim River Salmon Management Working Group always 

insisting that our voices be heard and reminding us of our responsibility to the land.

Bob has never shied away from sharing his knowledge and is featured in several 
publications meant to preserve our traditional teachings. His lifetime of work is inspiring 
for young leaders and his impact on our region will be felt for generations. I couldn’t 
think of a more suitable elder to honor with this recognition.

- Jonathan Samuelson, Anchorage

HUMANITARIAN AWARD:  
DENNY THOMAS, CROOKED CREEK
Denny Thomas of Crooked Creek embodies all of the traits listed to qualify for the 
Humanitarian award; compassion, kindness, selflessness, and devotion to helping 
others. Denny is active on the Crooked Creek Traditional Council and a member 
of the Central Kuskokwim Advisory Committee. He is vocal and passionate, always 
advocating for the best interests of his people and community.

Denny makes it a point to check in with people along the river all year round whether 
it is to make sure travelers made it home safely, or to ask how break-up is going. He 
also checks in about how cold it is, fishing conditions, and how moose hunting went. 
He asks because he genuinely cares about the well-being of others.

Denny is known along the river as the go-to guy in Crooked Creek and will drop what he is doing to lend a helping hand. 
He has an open door and a hot cup of coffee for anyone who needs it, along with plenty of conversation and laughter.

-Corey Nicoli, Red Devil

HEALTH AWARD: YOUTH FROM KALSKAG
Maria Kameroff, Rose Kameroff, Emily Evan, Candice Savage, Carter Kameroff, Iris Evan, 
Matthew Nayamin, and Jonah Kameroff all went to help friends stay safe, staying up with 
an adult all night letting their friends know they care until help arrived. They all did an 
amazing job without hesitation! This award, if picked, will let them know they all deserve 
this recognition. We want to let our young group of friends know we appreciate everything 
they did. We as a community notice their ability to help others in times of need.

- Phyllis Evan, Lower Kalskag
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Ciqima Federal Services
Subsidiary Spotlight

Ciqima Federal Services, LLC is one of TKC’s newest 

subsidiaries and was formed to pursue federal government 

contracts, specifically focused on the following areas:

1) Clinical and healthcare support services

2) Information technology/information management 

services

3) Program planning and management

4) Business process re-engineering

5) Financial and budget support

In pursuing these areas of expertise, CFS intends to provide 

“staff augmentation” to federal government agencies 

to support their ongoing operations in these critical 

government support functions.

CFS’ first contract award started in June of 2021, where 

CFS was asked to step into a struggling program for the 

Defense Health Agency and provide training and related 

support services as the DHA rolled out their new electronic 

healthcare record system to military health facilities across 

the globe. This first contract was a 90-day “prove it” contract 

as CFS and its team partners took over training efforts that 

had begun on the west coast of the United States. The 

CFS team performed admirably and was subsequently 

awarded a follow up $56 million contract with an option 

for extension.

The CFS team continues to perform well and has now 

expanded training and related support services across the 

entire United States and into military sites in six countries. 

Accordingly, the CFS team now has over 460 employees 

in approximately 45 states and in England, Italy, Spain, 

Germany, South Korea, Japan, and Guam.

TKC’s management team is very pleased with the incredible 

effort and results from CFS as the team is comprised of 

seasoned professionals with extensive program management, 

training, and support services

“The key to the DHA program’s success has been our 

group of dedicated staff working together to go beyond 

the expectations of the client,” said CFS Program Manager 

Thad Goodman. “Our team has made the transition from 

the Legacy system to the new MHS GENESIS system a 

seamless experience for our government clients at the 

local medical treatment facilities and across the military 

medical enterprise.”

This DHA program has been a great launching point as CFS 

continues to seek opportunities across all federal government 

agencies to provide staff augmentation services where 

needed. TKC could not be happier with the early results 

and looks forward to CFS’s continued future success.
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Subsidiary Spotlight Shareholder Portal
Creating an account on our Shareholder Portal, 

MyTKC.com, is quick and simple! All you need is your 

TKC ID number or SSN, your date of birth, and an email 

address. From your MyTKC.com account, you can:

• Update your mailing address and 

other contact information

• Manage direct deposit

• Access TKC forms, documents and resources

• Update mailing preferences

• View information about your stock

• View and print payment information

• And more!

For questions and more information,  

call 1-800-478-2171 or 243-2944,  

or email shareholderrecords@kuskokwim.com.
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TKC Turns45
Four and half decades ago, leaders from 
our region had the foresight and wisdom 
to know that 10 small village corporations 
on the Middle Kuskokwim River would be 
stronger and could accomplish so much 
more, collectively. In 1977, our villages 
came together and merged into what is 
now known as The Kuskokwim Corporation.

To celebrate TKC’s 45th anniversary, we hosted several TKC Days in our communities. Staff traveled to Upper and 
Lower Kalskag, Chuathbaluk, Crooked Creek, and Sleetmute with lunch and of course, birthday cake. During those 
visits, staff assisted Shareholders with updating information, filing TKC stock wills, and accessing the secure online 
voting portal to vote their 2022 proxy before the 46th Annual Meeting of Shareholders, which was held in Stony River 
on June 4, 2022. In Anchorage, we were invited to the Native Village of Georgetown’s Anchorage office to celebrate.

In Aniak, we marked our anniversary with a community lunch at the new Arviiq Regional Economic Development 

and Training Center. Located inside the Arviiq Center are TKC’s Aniak offices where Shareholders can get assistance 

TKC Turns45
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with a variety of services including resume building, notary services, 

and more. Arviiq also hosts four AVCP department offices including 

Tribal Workforce Development and ICWA. The vision for the Arviiq 

Center is ongoing and we are working to grow the multiuse facility 

into a place for people of the Middle Kuskokwim to garner skills and 

tools needed to thrive for the next 45 years.

As a corporation, we’ve come a long way. TKC works hard for our 

Shareholders every day. We have companies and employees that span 

the United States and beyond. As we find business success, we’re 

better equipped to tackle the heavy things we know are needed in the 

region. Housing, energy, access to education, health, and well-being 

are priorities we continue to work on and improve. TKC has launched 

several initiatives over the last few years to work with our people toward 

home-grown resources and solutions. This collaborative effort is 

what TKC was founded on and it’s what will carry us into the future.
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Educational News
FOUNDATIONS REPORT
Congratulations to all our scholarship recipients for completing another school year. We encourage 

you to continue pursuing your education and goals this fall, but for now, we hope you’re enjoying 

your well-deserved summer break!

SCHOLARSHIP DEADLINES
The deadline to apply for fall scholarships in 2022 has passed, but we remind students to prepare early 

for the 2023 season. You can find information and future deadlines online at kef.awardspring.com. 

You can find a link from our homepage, kefalaska.org. Of course, if internet access is unavailable 

to you, we always accept paper applications.

FOUNDATION OUTREACH EFFORTS
The Foundations have been busy processing applications and doing Shareholder outreach. We 

recently attended EXCEL Alaska’s Futures Fair. At the fair, we were able to sit down with some of 

our high school senior Shareholders and discuss goals and future endeavors, as well as help them 

complete fall 2022 scholarship applications. What an exciting time in one’s life, and we are happy 

to be able to assist these students in whatever their goals may be.

GET A SEAT AT KEF’S TABLE – JOIN OUR BOARD OF DIRECTORS!
The Kuskokwim Educational Foundation is still searching for a dynamic individual to fill the last 

Board of Directors seat. This is an amazing volunteer opportunity to provide leadership and direction 

for the foundation and positivity impact our Shareholder students’ lives. If you or someone you 

know is interested, please apply at kefalaska.org.

SEEKING DONATIONS FOR OUR  
KEF SCHOLARSHIP FUNDRAISER SILENT AUCTION
We are looking for craft donations from our talented artists to be included in KEF’s Silent/Fall 

Auction! One hundred percent of the proceeds from the auction will go directly to funding TKC 

Shareholder students. Donate today to help our TKC Shareholder students achieve their education, 

career, and cultural goals. For more information or to donate, contact Adrian at (907) 676-1096 

or send us a Facebook message!

If you’re unable to donate art, crafts, or 

handmade goods to be featured in our 

auction, but you still want to contribute, 

KEF also accepts monetary donations! 

If you would also like to help fund the 

Shareholders that will lead the future 

of our region, visit kefalaska.org.
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KEF OFFERS NON-TRADITIONAL  
SCHOLARSHIPS FOR SHAREHOLDER LEARNING
The Kuskokwim Educational Foundation 

now offers a non-traditional scholarship for 

professional and personal development and 

cultural learning.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:
Funding is intended for non-degree-

seeking applicants looking to enhance their 

employability skills, improve professional 

performance, and complete continuing 

education requirements for licensure and 

certifications. Opportunities may include 

study programs, professional conferences, 

job training, workshops, and webinars.

PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT:
Funding is intended for non-degree-seeking 

applicants looking to improve personal life skills 

in and out of the workplace. Opportunities 

may include time management, project 

management, conflict resolution, and home 

finance courses.

CULTURAL LEARNING:
Funding is intended to support costs associated 

with completing teaching courses that enhance 

and/or sustain knowledge and skills related 

to Alaska Native cultures. Opportunities may 

include language courses, heritage/cultural 

camps, beading, sewing, carving, fish cutting, 

or other culturally focused workshops.

Applications are due two weeks before 

start date. Scholarship amounts may vary. 

To apply, visit kuskokwim.com/KEF.  

For questions and more information, call 

(907) 243-2944 or 1-800-478-4275, or 

email kef@kuskokwim.com.

Scan the QR code to  
access the application:

MEET OUR NEWEST KEF BOARD MEMBER
The Kuskokwim Educational Foundation 

recently filled one of the board seats. Shenai 

Simeon was appointed to the KEF board! 

We are excited for Shenai to join the team.

Shenai Simeon is from Aniak Alaska. Her 

paternal grandparents are Jerry Simeon and 

the late Elizabeth (Betty) Simeon. Maternal 

grandparents are the late Nick (Sonny) Kameroff 

and Marie Kameroff. Her parents are Jerry and 

Elsie Simeon, and she has two sisters, Jessica 

and Francine. Shenai is also a mother to a son.

Shenai graduated from the Aniak Junior Senior 

Highschool and attended the University of Alaska 

Fairbanks, where she earned a bachelor’s of 

arts in rural development with a focus on rural 

health and human services. While she attended 

UAF she was a recipient of the KEF Scholarship.

Shenai currently lives in Fairbanks and works 

for the Tanana Chiefs Conference as the health 

information manager and privacy officer. As 

the mom of a 5-year-old who keeps her on 

her toes, he is her driving force to get involved 

with our corporation and our corporation’s 

scholarship foundation.

Thank you, Shenai, we look forward to the 

knowledge, experience, and guidance you 

will bring to our Shareholders through the 

Foundations.
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Congratulations to all TKC Shareholder graduates! We recognize your hard work and achievements. 

Best wishes to the Class of 2022 as you move on to the next chapter in your life.

Success Stories
JEANETTE HOFFMAN
Jeanette Hoffman is a Shareholder 

from Aniak, Alaska. Her parents are 

Mary (Bunny) Hoffman and the late 

Harvey G. Hoffman. Her maternal late 

grandparents are Nick and Winifred 

Pitka from Russian Mission and her 

paternal late grandparents are William 

and Agnes (Alexie) Hoffman.

Jeanette was recently hired as the 

manager at the Kuik Run Store in 

Aniak. She previously worked as a 

store clerk, assistant store manager, 

and interim manager. Jeanette hopes 

to continue to grow in her position 

as manager and wants to be a part 

of the store’s expansion.

Jeanette helped build the foundation  

of the store by implementing teamwork, 

encouraging open communication, 

and consistently working towards goals. 

She enjoys learning the administrative 

side of retail, as well as getting and 

staying organized. Jeanette takes 

pride in the Kuik Run Store, often 

receiving compliments on the store 

and friendly staff.

Her late father worked for his aunt 

Delores Matter’s store, Kusko Sales. 

Kuik Run Store customers often relay 

stories to Jeanette about her father’s 

work in retail.

As far as advice for Shareholders, 

Jeanette says, “Make sure to continue 

to work toward your goals. Show up 

on time to school and work. Always 

try your best to be honest and 

transparent. Don’t be afraid to try 

something new. It can open doors 

to new and different opportunities. 

You may never know unless you try!”

Kuik Run Store is in Aniak, Alaska. The 

work “kuik” is the Yup’ik word for “river.” 

In the Middle Kuskokwim, it is the river 

that connects us all. The Kuik Run Store 

is owned and operated by a subsidiary 

of The Kuskokwim Corporation, with 

the mission of lowering the cost of 

living for TKC Shareholders.

CHARLES D. HASSINGER
Charles D. Hassinger is from Aniak, 

Alaska. His parents are Peter and 

Judith Hassinger. His grandparents 

are Dave and Gloria Hassinger and 

Lewis Sr. and Anna Vanderpool. 

Charles has been a Kuskokwim 

Educational Foundation recipient 

since 2015. He recently graduated 

from the Minnesota State University 

Mankato with a Master of Arts in 

sociology with a teaching emphasis.

Charles is interested in sociology because 

it’s not just a theoretical framework. It’s 

a way of viewing and understanding 

the world around us. It’s how we, as 

individuals, view and understand our 

place in the world. Now that Charles 

has graduated, he plans to explore 

opportunities in the education field 

at the community college level, while 

continuing to conduct research.

For future TKC Shareholder Students, 

Charles shares the following inspirational 

quote from Dr. Martin Luther King 

Jr., “If you can’t fly, then run, if you 

can’t run, then walk, if you can’t walk, 

then crawl, but whatever you do, 

you have to keep moving forward.”

Congratulation Charles! We’re proud 

of your accomplishments and are 

excited to see what the future brings.
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Missing Addresses
Shareholders can update their address online at MyTKC.com or contact Shareholder 
Records for more help at shareholderrecords@kuskokwim.com

Charles Alexie

Deborah Harrison

Dora Maria Diaz Johnson

Golga Kelila Iii

Gregory Ephrim Mckindy

Harlan Gerald Vaska Sr

Jimmy Ryan Young

John Clark Standley

Jonathan Paul Lee

K’cee Swawntre’ Greer

Larry Vaska Gregory

Margalo Alisha Rose Changsak

Phillip Tom

Robert Albert Leppala

Robert Leon Ledlow

Steven Sakar Kelila

Tina Rose Marie Kameroff

Wassillie Roy Wasky

Chaga, also called birch conk, is a fungus that grows on birch trees. At first glance, chaga has the appearance of 
burnt charcoal or dirt, but the inside is a bright rusty orange or yellow color with a wood-like texture. Chaga is high 
in antioxidants and contains nutrients that are excellent for boosting the immune system and good for overall health 
and wellness. Traditionally, it is steeped into a tea using a simple boiling method and used for its healing properties.

Note: While chaga tea has many health benefits, it may also cause side effects, especially if you take certain prescription 

medications. Please drink in moderation and double check with your health care provider about medication interactions.

INGREDIENTS:
- Chaga growth from a 

birch tree, 1½ inch chunks
- Water

Recipe by Francine Kvamme of Aniak

INSTRUCTIONS:
Place chunks of chaga 
into a pot of water and 
boil for 5 minutes
Pour through a 
strainer and serve
Chaga chunks can be 
used more than once. 
When using the chunks for the first time, the tea will come out strong. It is recommended to dilute with filtered water. Many people use the chunks up to three different times. You can gauge whether the chunks are still good by the color and strength of the tea. When it becomes clear and f lavorless, the chunks are no longer producing tea.

Tips: Save the sawdust from harvesting the chaga. You can use a tablespoon of sawdust when boiling the chunks for the second or third time. This helps prolong the color and f lavor of the tea, allowing you to use the same chunks a few times. If you use the sawdust, make sure to use a coffee filter when straining the liquid out.

Chaga Tea
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The Kuskokwim Drift newsletter is published quarterly by The Kuskokwim Corporation. 

For more information, contact the Outreach Department at (907) 243-2944.

Visit us at: www.Kuskokwim.com | Connect with us

Anchorage Office 
4300 B Street, Suite 405

Anchorage, AK 99503

Phone: (907) 243-2944

Fax: (907) 243-2984

Toll Free (in-state only):  

1-800-478-2171

Aniak Office 
PO Box 227

Aniak, Alaska 99557

Phone: (907) 675-4275

Fax: (907) 675-4276

Toll Free (in-state only):  

1-800-478-4275
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Fuel For Food Assistance
Our Board understands how important access to fuel is for putting food on our 

tables. Whether you need gas for your boat to practice subsistence hunting, 

fishing, and gathering, or you need to gas up your car to drive to the grocery 

store, gas prices are increasing the amount it takes for our Shareholders to eat. 

To help lessen the impact that rising gas prices have on our food security, our 

Board authorized a one-time Fuel for Food Assistance payment of $100 to 

every Shareholder. Check payments and direct deposits went out in early June.


